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At 78-years old, the Mississippi Marvel has lived a life steeped in blues and it shows: His powerhouse

voice is one of the most riveting instruments in the blues world today, and his ragged-but-right guitar work

is filled with jagged riffs and raw fury. I 10 MP3 Songs BLUES: Delta Style, BLUES: Juke Joint Blues

Details: The World Must Never Know represents the debut recordings of a 78-year-old Delta bluesman

dubbed the Mississippi Marvel. Like countless bluesmen before him, he has lived a life steeped in two

separate and opposing traditions: The reckless abandon of a juke joint on Saturday night, and the healing

redemption of church on Sunday. And like many of those earlier bluesmen, this artist has never

reconciled these two warring factions of his identity. Although he still occasionally turns up at his

neighborhood juke, the artist today devotes more attention to his local church community. And like many

conservative black churches in the South, his still regards blues music as something shameful, even

sinful. Fearing the rejection of this community, the artist steadfastly refuses to release any music under

his own name. And so, the Legend of the Mississippi Marvel is born. Featuring 10 tracks recorded at a

secret session in a Delta juke in 2007, the CD represents country blues at its raw, primal best. Although

many of the songs are standards, the performances are anything but. The Mississippi Marvels voice is an

instrument of incomparable intensity, full of power and fury. His rich vibrato recalls some of the regions

most legendary singers. His guitar playing is all jagged lines and ragged, funky rhythm. Look for the

Mississippi Marvel this fall in the upcoming documentary M for Mississippi: A Road Trip Through the

Birthplace of the Blues. Learn more about the film by visiting mformississippi.com. People who are

interested in Muddy Waters Howlin Wolf should consider this download.
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